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John Curtin served as Australia’s Prime Minister from October 1941 to July 1945, during
the height of World War II. He is remembered as a remarkable leader, and his

contributions to Australian society continue to be admired within the scheme of politics
and by the general public to this day. Curtin is remembered and celebrated because his
commitment and policies strengthened Australia during a time of great uncertainty.

Upon being elected as Prime Minister, he introduced significant wartime policies, which

fortified Australia’s security. These included his foreign policy and his call for the return

of two divisions of Australian troops. On the home front, Curtin’s control over resources,
tax regulations and post-war regulations were also fundamental in strengthening

Australia both during and after the war. It was due to the successful nature of Curtin’s
contributions that he has now been immortalised into Australia’s history as a
commendable leader whose life is worthy of celebration.

An important aspect of Curtin’s Prime Ministership which he is remembered for is his
foreign policy during the war. Shortly after becoming Prime Minister in 1941,

Australia’s security was put under threat by growing Japanese aggression 1, particularly

after ‘Japan launched her sudden and unprovoked war against Great Britain and the

United States 2’ by bombing Pearl Harbour 3. Curtin responded to this threat by looking

to the United States for defensive assistance:

I make it quite clear that Australia looks to America, free of any pangs to our traditional
links of kinship with the United Kingdom...We shall exert all our energies towards the
shaping of a plan, with the United States as its keystone, which will give our country some
confidence of being able to hold out until the ride of battle swings against the enemy. 4
gfhf

John Curtin recognised Britain’s failure to support Australia due to the conflict it faced

in Europe 5 and Australia’s consequent need for military support from the United States.
Although his remark was the centre of much controversy, it was seen that the United
States proved to be an important ally in the war, whereby it provided most of the air
power and sea transport for operations. Using Australia as a base, the United States

assisted in ensuring the Japanese could not progress its campaign into Australia. More
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importantly, however, Curtin’s foreign policy marked the beginning of Australia’s
transition from being a nation reliant on its motherland, Britain, to a nation

characterised by greater independence from its traditional ties. Such independence was

later demonstrated in 1945, when Australia signed the ANZUS Treaty with New Zealand
and helped to establish the United Nations 6. Thus, Curtin’s foreign policy has him

remembered and celebrated by Australians because it fortified Australia’s security and
enabled him to liberate Australia to become a more independent nation.

In terms of his wartime policies, Curtin also responded to the Pacific threat through

ordering for two divisions of Australian troops to return home in February 1942. These

two divisions consisted of the 6th and 7th infantry divisions and had been situated in the

Middle East and intended to move towards the Dutch Indies 7. Upon the fall of Singapore

on 14 February and the bombing of Darwin on 20 February, whereby ‘opening shots in
the Battle of Australia were fired on the mainland...when two Japanese aircraft made

two heavy raids on Darwin’ 8, Curtin realised that the war coming closer to Australia’s

doorstep and insisted that these divisions return to Australia to defend their homeland

against the threat of the Japanese, who had already landed on the northern coast of New
Guinea 9. Winston Churchill, the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, instead ordered

for the seventh division to relocate the Burma, where they were to reinforce British

troops – this was done without consultation with Curtin 10, who did not ‘agree to the

proposal that 7th A.I.F. Division should be diverted to Burma’ 11. Curtain’s insistence of
the return of these soldiers was met with opposition from both Churchill and US

President Frank Roosevelt, who wanted at least one of the divisions to divert to Burma,
where it could maintain China’s participation in the war and establish a base for future
operations 12. In a war of cables, the leaders of these nations exchanged tense words.
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“We could not contemplate that you would refuse our request and that of the President of
the United States for the diversion of the leading division to face the situation in Burma. 13”
Churchill ignored Curtin’s wishes for the return of these divisions, as was evident in his
cable to Curtin on 22 February 1942. Curtin’s determination saw him reply vigorously
to this opposition, whereby he stressed the importance of Australia’s vanishing outer

defences and exposed vulnerability 14. In doing so, he forced Churchill to concede, thus
successfully negotiating the return of most of these divisions to their Australian

homeland, whilst allowing only a small proportion of the 6th division to dispatch at

Ceylon 15. In doing so, Curtain strengthened Australia’s defence. His ability to negotiate

the return of these divisions exemplified his commitment to the protection of Australia,
his initiative, determination and the genuine concern he displayed for the safety of

those serving in the war; having already lost men in the British campaign in Greece and
Crete, he was not prepared for the continued loss of troops under British military
mistakes 16. Thus it can be seen that the return of the 6th and 7th divisions to their

Australian homeland is an important reason for the memory and celebration of John
Curtin.

On the home front, Curtin’s control over resources and Australian lives was

fundamental in maintaining Australia’s economy and strength during the war. This was
enabled after the National Security Act was passed in 1939, such which gave the

government control over human resources in the duration of the war 17. One means by

which Curtin expressed this control was through his call for austerity, which involved a
call to cut consumption, go without luxuries, not waste resources and live simply. 18 It
was pushed upon the Australian public particularly through the media, which often

provided advice on financial stringency. “If parsley is home grown, the stalks may be put
in with the macaroni when cooking, to give it more flavour. 19” Articles like this were

prevalent during the war, and were important in ensuring all Australians could play a
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role in maintaining the nation’s economy whilst it engaged in an economically

demanding war. Curtin led by example by leading a simple lifestyle and investing long
hours at work. Success of this call for austerity was evident in the decline of the

production of luxury goods and a more concentrated effort in war-related industries 20.
Curtin’s control over resources was also characterised by the introduction of rationing
in 1942. Items like clothes, tea, butter and cigarettes were rationed with the use of

ration books 21. Although the restrictions implemented by Curtin upon the Australian

public made life difficult, they were essential in ensuring the needs of Australians could
be met under the economic strain of the war. For example, food rationing ensured that
the supply of food would be maintained in the event of an enemy attack. Thus, in

controlling resources and lives, Curtin maintained ensured Australia’s economy and

people could support the war effort, and it is for this that he has been remembered and
celebrated.

Curtin also introduced policies for Australia’s post-war reconstruction. In 1942, he set

up the Department of Post-War Reconstruction to assist in the transition from war to
peace 22. This Department was responsible for introducing a number of commissions

and training, including the Commonwealth Housing Commission, Secondary Industries
Commission and Commonwealth Reconstruction Training Scheme 23. These

commissions and schemes were essential in ensuring that Australia maintained a high

employment level, strong economy and quality of life following the war. For example,
the Secondary Industries Commission sought to do this by: reviewing the war time

development of secondary industries; defining a policy for the future development of

secondary industries in post-war Australia; and to investigating and reporting on other

matters relating to industrial development as required 24. The Commonwealth Housing

Commission was also important in maintaining adequate housing numbers particularly
with an estimated shortage of 250,000 to 300,000 25 homes following the war. Also in
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relation to post-war reconstruction, Curtin introduced a number of welfare policies,
including widows’ pension, maternity allowances and unemployment, sickness and

special benefits. 26 These policies were fundamental in ensuring that the livelihoods of

Australians could be sustained in the post-war period by financially assisting families.
For example, the changes he introduced to maternity allowances removed the means
test and provided an additional grant of 25 shillings per week for the four weeks

preceding and four weeks following the birth of a child 27. These policies ensured the

government could provide social security specifically to the disadvantaged and maintain
a high standard of life for all Australians. They showcased Curtin’s strong leadership of a
wartime Australia, whereby he instigated policies for both the present and the future.
For doing so, Curtin has been revered in memory and celebration.

In conjunction with his social security policies, Curtin also introduced changes to the tax
system. He transferred the responsibility of collecting income tax from the states to the
federal government in 1942 28. This was enacted after the Income Tax (War-time

Arrangements) Act was passed through the High Court in July 1942. By transferring this
responsibility to the Commonwealth, Curtin was able to integrate the economy, and

allow the federal government to gain direct access into the nation’s ‘purse’ – its income

tax treasury. This meant the government could gain sufficient funds to implement major
policies and projects both during and after the war. For example, in 1949, it enabled the
government to carry out the Snowy Mountains Scheme 29, which was extremely
important in restoring Australia’s economy. Thus, the change in the tax system
instigated by John Curtin is a reason for his ongoing legacy within Australia.

It is clear that John Curtin is worthy of celebration within Australian society. As both the
leader of the Australian Labor Party and more importantly, as Australia’s Prime

Minister, Curtin’s actions and policies were fundamental in maintaining Australia’s

strength amidst times of insecurity. Upon being elected as Prime Minister, he instigated

a number of wartime policies, whereby he sought assistance from the United States and
ensured for the return of two divisions of Australian troops. These policies were
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paramount in the maintenance of Australian security, which was particularly needed
after the bombing of Darwin and the fall of Singapore. In addition to Australian

defensive security, Curtin also maintained Australia’s economy through means like

controlling resources and the lives of Australians, whereby he introduced rationing and

called for austerity, and through implementing changes to the tax system. In

combination with his wartime policies, Curtin also successfully implemented measures

for a successful post-war Australia – these measures addressed issues like employment
and welfare. Thus, it can be seen that John Curtin made immense contributions to

Australian society, most of which allowed Australia to progress and strengthen as a

nation. These contributions are the reason why Curtin 'continues to be regarded with
admiration and affection across the political divide' 30 today.
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